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6 ABSTRACT: Many mobility studies (IMS) of electrospray
7 ions with charge states z reduced to unity have shown a
8 singular ability to analyze large protein complexes and viruses,
9 though with wide mobility peaks (fwhm ∼ 20%). Here we
10 confirm that this limitation arises primarily when early charge
11 reduction precedes drop evaporation (suppressing secondary
12 atomization by the usual sequence of many Coulomb
13 explosions). By drying before neutralizing, we achieve a
14 protein fwhm of ∼3.7%. A positively biased electrospraying
15 capillary is coaxial with a cylindrical charge-reduction (CR)
16 chamber coated with radioactive Ni-63 (10 mCi) that fills the
17 CR chamber with a bipolar ionic atmosphere. A screen interposed between the spraying capillary and the CR chamber limits
18 penetration of the neutralizing anions into the electrospray (ES) chamber, precluding destabilization of the ES tip, even when
19 brought arbitrarily close to the grid to enhance ion transmission. As ES cations cross the grid, driven by their own space charge,
20 they recombine with CR ions reducing their charge state as well as space charge dispersion. The setup is tested with the protein
21 ovalbumin (MW ∼ 44.3 kDa) and its clusters up to the tetramer, by analyzing the charge-reduced ions with a differential mobility
22 analyzer (DMA). At gas sample flow rates of ∼1 L/min, the dominant peaks are singly charged (z = 1). They are widened by
23 clustering of involatile solution impurities, depending on spray quality and solution cleanness, with fwhm as small as 3.7%
24 achieved in desalted and acidified solutions. When using sharp nanospray capillaries, the grid may be removed, resulting in ∼2-
25 fold increased ion transmission. In the absence of the grid, however, spray stability and quality are often compromised, even with
26 capillary tip diameters as small as 30 μm.

27 Electrospray ionization (ESI) converts involatile solutes into
28 gas phase ions for mass spectrometry (MS)1 or for
29 alternative gas phase analyses such as ion mobility spectrometry
30 (IMS). ESI’s tendency to form multiply charged ions is
31 advantageous to widen the mass spectrometer’s mass range.
32 However, it greatly increases the number of peaks present,
33 often resulting in unresolvable spectral complexity.2 For this
34 reason, various charge-reduction techniques have been
35 proposed,3−5 with maximal spectral simplification achievable
36 by producing dominantly singly charged ions. This drastic level
37 of charge reduction is incompatible with the limited mass range
38 of MS detectors in studies of large protein complexes and
39 viruses. However, IMS permits the analysis of singly charged
40 ions of considerable sizes: Certainly up to 30 nm with resolving
41 powers approaching (and possibly exceeding) 406 and even
42 larger sizes with some resolution concessions.7 Furthermore,
43 such massive ions can be detected individually at ambient
44 conditions by growing them into visible drops via vapor
45 condensation in so-called condensation nucleus counters,
46 CNCs (also called condensation particle counters, CPCs).5

47 This sensitive detector is not easily coupled to conventional
48 drift time IMS systems due to its relatively slow response time
49 (∼1 s). However, new IMS designs with response times >1 s
50 have already shown promise in the protein size range,8 and
51 when combined with faster CNCs,9 will surely improve their

52current resolving power approaching 20. Differential mobility
53analyzers (DMAs) have long been compatible with slow
54detectors,10 whence their combination with charge-reduced
55electrospray and a CNC detector, termed GEMMA,5 has
56demonstrated considerable advantages for the analysis of large
57biological ions much harder to study by mass spectrome-
58try.11−14

59The main shortcoming of GEMMA is its limited mobility
60resolution, typically fwhm >20% for proteins (i.e., Figure 4a of
61ref 7). In contrast IMS spectra of electrosprayed proteins give
62fwhm ∼3−4%, both in conventional drift time IMS and in
63studies based on high-resolution DMAs, including cases with
64charge reduction (Figure 2 of ref 15). This fact, together with
65the ability of DMAs to reach resolving powers as high as 100,16

66suggests that an improved GEMMA-like method should enable
67good ion transmission and a resolving power of ∼30, limited
68only by the natural coexistence of several gas phase protein
69conformations. We have previously reasoned that the limited
70resolution of GEMMA results from its unconventional
71electrospraying method (connected to the charge reduction
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72 step), giving rise to a substantial and variable level of clustering
73 of involatile residue material on the protein ion.15,17,18

74 However, the alternative ES-charge-reduction approaches we
75 have proposed have not been adopted by other groups, perhaps
76 because our charge reduction efficiency, transmission, and peak
77 width have not been sufficiently optimized or documented.
78 However, recent signs of increased interest in higher resolution
79 variants of GEMMA must be noted. A first combination of
80 GEMMA’s charge reduction with several DMAs reported
81 clearly more compact protein structures for the DMA having a
82 higher resolving power.19 A more recent investigation with
83 another DMA of even higher resolving power6 found also
84 modest peak width reductions with some native proteins: fwhm
85 > 17.6% for all but one (14.7% for ovalbumin).14 However, a
86 drastic peak narrowing was discovered for several small and
87 strongly denatured proteins, with fwhm as low as 8.5%.14 Good
88 DMA resolution is hence necessary but not sufficient to achieve
89 narrow peaks.
90 The acidification advantage observed14 is of great intrinsic
91 interest, offering superficial analogies with the well-known (but
92 not so well understood) role of acids in reducing clustering in
93 ES-MS (and ES-IMS14). A linear chain (including denatured
94 proteins) can apparently be extruded cleanly out of the
95 drop,20,21 whereas globular proteins remain imprisoned in the
96 drop until it dries, inheriting its full load of involatile material.22

97 Unfortunately, protein extrusion is unlikely to happen in singly
98 or doubly charged drops, so the peak narrowing observed in ref
99 14 calls for a different explanation. Acidification is in any case
100 not a general antidote against an imperfect electrospray, first
101 because it is not viable in the case of protein complexes falling
102 apart at unnatural pH, and also because the observed beneficial
103 effect is minimal at protein masses beyond 40 kDa (fwhm =
104 14.7% → 13.4% for ovalbumin).14 Another notable exception
105 to GEMMA’s generally wide peaks has been recently reported
106 for viruses, with fwhm in some cases below 5%.23 This
107 exceptional narrowness probably follows from the closer match
108 between the diameters of the virus and the initial ES drop,
109 which results in a relatively small level of adduction. In
110 conclusion, it appears that much of the resolution problem
111 noted in the case of proteins results from the unusual ESI
112 conditions used in GEMMA. The ES-charge reduction process
113 will therefore be the focus of the present attempt at augmenting
114 the performance of the method.

115 ■ ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE CHARGE-REDUCTION
116 CHAMBER DESIGN
117 The key to minimize spectral complexity is to reduce the charge
118 state to unity (z = 1), perhaps tolerating a small contribution of
119 doubly charged ions (z = 2). Here we shall discuss only charge-
120 reduction methods involving the interaction of the ES ions with
121 a bipolar mixture of singly charged anions and cations,
122 produced by ionizing radiation (radioactive sources, UV, X-
123 rays) in an initially neutral gas at near ambient pressure. For
124 multiply charged cations, the initial z evolves by interacting
125 with monovalent anions, going sequentially through all the
126 lower charge states z → z − 1 → z − 2, ..., → 1. If insufficient
127 reaction time is given, multiply charged ions survive. For an
128 excessive time, even singly charged ions are neutralized, leading
129 to poor conversion into the z = 1 product sought. An optimal
130 reaction time t* may therefore be chosen to maximize the
131 magnitude of the z = 1 peak such that the probability of
132 surviving z = 2 ions is below a desired threshold.15

133 Unfortunately this optimal time depends weakly on the initial

134charge states zin as t*(zin) ∼ ln(zin),
15 biasing slightly the signal

135intensity and complicating quantification in complex mixtures.
136This difficulty has been ingeniously circumvented in the
137GEMMA design by tuning t* for the initial ES drops (before
138they undergo a first Coulomb explosion), which may be
139produced with relatively good uniformity of size and charge.24

140The drawback of this early neutralization is that the volume of
141involatile residue that adducts to the final protein ions is that
142contained in the volume of the original ES drop, rather than
143that in the much smaller final drops produced by the usual long
144series of Coulomb explosions. This increased adduction
145decreases artificially the mobility and widens the peak in a
146fashion reflecting the width of the size distribution of the
147original ES drops. Accordingly, early neutralization is not ideal
148for resolution.
149Early neutralization is not optimal either for sensitivity.
150Indeed, ES drops may be initially 10 nm in diameter and may
151complete evaporation in submicrosecond times. Accordingly,
152achieving drop neutralization prior to the first Coulomb
153explosion requires special measures, such as a relatively high
154humidity in the ES chamber25 and initial drops larger than
155those achievable in ES practice. For instance, Kaufman and
156colleagues use 20 mM aqueous ammonium acetate,5,7 while 100
157mM (manageable in practice) would produce typical initial
158drop volumes 5 times smaller.26 The larger initial drop
159diameters and humidities used to delay drop evaporation also
160delay the production of analyte ions, resulting in higher space
161charge broadening and dilution of the ion cloud. Furthermore,
162the solution concentration must be tuned such that each final
163drop contains at most one analyte ion, forcing much smaller
164solution concentrations in initially large nonexploding drops
165than with initially small drops further atomized by Coulombic
166explosions. Therefore, both from the sensitivity and the
167resolution point of view, it is better to produce the smallest
168possible ES drops and evaporate them as completely and as
169swiftly as possible, as amply confirmed by the nanospray
170experience. Space charge dilution of the ion cloud evidently
171continues after complete drop drying, whence fast sampling
172into an analytical instrument is usually desirable. In our case,
173the ions must first be charge-reduced, which decreases
174drastically the space charge field E as well as the analyte ion
175mobility Z (hence the space charge dilution velocity ZE).
176Accordingly, one should inject the analyte ions into the charge-
177reduction chamber immediately following complete drop
178drying but not before. There is however a difficulty. The
179formation of a Taylor cone takes place ordinarily at the
180interface between a conducting fluid (the solution) and an
181insulating medium (the surrounding gas). If the electric field
182from the capillary tip penetrates into the charge-reduction
183region, some of the free ions present there are drawn into the
184electrospraying chamber and the medium surrounding the
185Taylor cone ceases to be insulating. Little is known on the
186physics of Taylor cone formation under such conditions, other
187than the readily observable fact that the range of stability of the
188electrospray is severely curtailed, very much as in situations
189where an electrical discharge forms at the liquid tip.
190Note finally that analyte quantification (relating the
191measured gas phase concentration to the original solution
192concentration) when drying before neutralizing is in principle as
193viable as when neutralizing before drying. Both require
194corrections due to the size dependence of transport losses
195and charge-reduction efficiency (both losses are also charge-
196dependent, but only size counts since the charge on large
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197 biomolecules scales approximately with the 1/2 power of
198 molecular volume22).
199 Charge-Reduction Chamber. A simple ES charge-
200 reduction design addressing the various points just discussed

f1 201 is shown in Figure 1. The ES chamber (left, with window) is

202 separated from the cylindrical charge-reduction (CR) chamber
203 (Cajon fitting, screwed to right of the ES chamber) by a thin
204 plate orifice 5 mm in diameter. The capillary emitter is
205 introduced through the left via a tight fitting (gray), coaxially
206 with this orifice and with the CR chamber, so that the emitter
207 tip can be moved up and down the axis, including positions
208 upstream and downstream the thin plate. The inner diameter of
209 the CR chamber is slightly larger than the outer diameter of the
210 radioactive source, a thin walled Ni cylinder 0.775 cm in outer
211 diameter, 0.7 cm in length (Eckert and Ziegler). The wall of
212 this source is coated with 10 mCi of radioactive Ni-63 (∼101
213 years half-life), producing β particles with a maximal energy of
214 67 keV. The rate of ion pair generation within the small volume
215 inside the Ni cylinder can be inferred from the maximal current
216 of 2.2 nA received when replacing the capillary by a metallic
217 cylinder 1/16 in. in diameter (shown in Figure 1), electrically
218 biased with respect to the Ni cylinder in CO2 gas at room
219 temperature and pressure. In order to control the undesirable
220 penetration of neutralizing ions into the ES chamber, in
221 addition to varying the axial position of the capillary tip, various
222 washers and screens could be placed immediately downstream
223 the 5 mm thin plate orifice. The charge-reduction chamber is
224 slightly longer than twice the length of the Ni source, whence
225 additional control could be achieved by putting the source
226 either immediately downstream the thin plate orifice or 0.7 cm
227 downstream from it. The first (closer) position was mainly
228 investigated here, though several experiments used two 10 mCi
229 sources in series.

230 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
231 A flow rate typically of 1 or 2 L/min of bottled dry air or CO2
232 entered through the top tube (Figure 1) into the ES chamber,
233 conveyed the electrosprayed protein ions through the thin plate
234 orifice separating the ES chamber from the CR chamber, and
235 carried them through the CR chamber into the inlet of a
236 differential mobility analyzer of the Half-Mini type,6 where their
237 mobility was determined. Mobility spectra are obtained by

238fixing an axial flow of drift gas in the DMA, a sample inlet and
239outlet flow rates, and scanning over the voltage difference
240between the two cylindrical electrodes containing an inlet and
241an outlet slit, respectively. Under these conditions the DMA
242voltage is strictly proportional to the inverse ion mobility,
243through a calibration constant determined here with the
244mobility standard (C18H37)4N

+ (C18), the most mobile peak
245produced by electrospraying an ethanol solution of tetraocta-
246decylammonium bromide. Its mobility in room temperature air
247(Zs = 0.599 cm2V/s)27 was determined by comparison with the
248analogous ion (C7H15)4N

+, also electrosprayed from its
249bromide solution in ethanol.28 This mobility of C18 agrees
250with that recently reported in N2 at 300 K,29 with slight
251differences compatible with the present different temperature
252and drift gas. The sheath gas used by the DMA was room air at
253its ambient humidity, with a minimal contribution of CO2 from
254the much smaller flow of sample gas. The detector used for the
255DMA-selected ions was not the sensitive CNC used in
256GEMMA. Instead we relied an operational amplifier electrically
257connected to a HEPA filter encased in a Faraday cage, where
258the current of mobility-selected ions in the air flow exiting the
259DMA at a flow rate of 2−3 L/min was captured and measured.
260This electrical detector is sensitive enough in our system to give
261good signal/noise at ∼1 μM protein concentration. Experi-
262ments without charge-reduction were performed by unscrewing
263the Cajon fitting holding the Ni-63 from the ES chamber and
264replacing it with an almost identical fitting not containing the
265radioactive element.
266Ovalbumin (chicken egg) and immunoglobulin IgG (rabbit),
267both from Sigma, were used mostly without any desalting or
268other purification. In a few final measurements, ovalbumin was
269desalted six successive times by centrifugal ultrafiltration of 0.5
270mL of a 75 μM solution in deionized water (PALL
271Corporation, cutoff mass of 10 kDa). Ammonium acetate and
272a solution 1 M of triethylammonium formate (TEAF) in water
273were from Fluka. (C18H37)4N−Br and (C7H15)4N−Br were
274from Sigma-Aldrich and Alfa Aesar, respectively.
275Electrospraying fused silica capillary emitters 365 μm in
276outer diameter were either purchased from New Objective (30
277μm tip pulled from an original inner diameter of 70 μm) or
278home-pulled under a flame from a commercial silica capillary
279(Polymicro). The home-pulled tips spanned diameters from
280∼15 down to a few micrometers. The larger tips were polished
281on a flat rotating alumina surface while rotating the capillary by
282hand about its axis.

283■ RESULTS
284 f2Figure 2 compares two mobility spectra without charge-
285reduction, while electrospraying from an aqueous buffer 100
286mM in TEAF. One spectrum is for the plain buffer (blank),
287while the other includes 3 μM Ovalbumin. Ions classified in the
288inner electrode at high negative voltages are dragged by the
289sample gas to ground potential against the field inside a
290semiconducting tube. The sample gas flow rate through the ES
291chamber into the DMA inlet is 1 L/min. The amplifier
292response shown in the figures is in volt, with a noise level of a
293few mV. The blank shows a diversity of reasonably resolved
294high mobility peaks extending down to −120 V, with a
295maximum signal of 4.2 V. This is followed by a broad shoulder
296extending to −230 V, with a maximum intensity of some 70
297mV. A similar shoulder is also present in the protein sample and
298is due in both cases to solid residues from dried ES drops not
299containing protein ions. This involatile matter is evidently also

Figure 1. Electrospray chamber (center left) with frontal window. A
spraying capillary enters from the left, coaxially with the charge-
reduction chamber (right). Gas enters from the top tube, conveying
charged particles into the charge-reduction chamber.
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300 present in drops containing proteins, and its adduction to the
301 protein ion is responsible for a fraction of the extra peak
302 broadening previously discussed. These adducts are often
303 removed in the intermediate pressure entry region to mass
304 spectrometers, but this declustering process is harder to
305 implement at atmospheric pressure. A high-quality electrospray
306 and a singularly clean sample are therefore most important to
307 achieve narrow peaks. The three multiply charged protein peaks
308 seen in Figure 2 give a total signal of about 2.2 V, comparable
309 to the total buffer ion signal of about 5 V, and close to 3 orders
310 of magnitude above the electrometer noise. Large space charge
311 losses through the sampling process dilute selectively high
312 mobility species, explaining part of the relative abundance of
313 protein/buffer observed.
314 Gridless Configuration with Nanospray Tips. When the
315 partition between the two chambers is the original 5 mm thin
316 plate orifice (gridless), the capillary tip can freely cross from
317 one chamber to the other. As further illustrated in the
318 Supporting Information (Figure S-1), a home-pulled and
319 sharpened capillary with an unusually small outer tip diameter
320 (∼1 μm) produced a stable ES current even when the emitter
321 was within the charge-reduction chamber. On moving axially,
322 the tip of the emitting capillary, from a maximum distance L ∼
323 6 mm toward the thin plate orifice partition, the protein peak
324 increased in height, with no clear sign of peak broadening.
325 However, with the needle right at the partition but before
326 reaching it and slightly past the partition, the peak height
327 decreased moderately (∼30%), as the peak width almost
328 tripled. It is unclear if this drastic broadening is due to
329 deterioration of the spray quality (due to the conducting gas
330 surrounding the Taylor cone) or to partial suppression of
331 secondary atomization (due to early neutralization of the
332 drops). Either way, it is clear that the details of the coupling
333 between the ES and the charge reduction chamber may have
334 drastic effects on resolution.

f3 335 Charge Inversion. Figure 3 shows a bipolar mobility
336 spectrum meant to capture the small fraction of charge-inverted
337 ions resulting from negative charging of fully neutralized
338 proteins. The data are acquired with the nanospray tip in
339 gridless configuration. The notation n+z represents an aggregate
340 of n protein molecules carrying a net balance of z positive
341 elementary charges. There is a clear 1−1 peak, whose height is
342 about 20 times less tall than the 1+1 peak. One reason for this
343 low signal is the substantially smaller cross section for ion−
344 neutral collisions than for collisions between oppositely charged
345 ions. Since the residence time of the system is designed for the

346later collision types, there is insufficient time for charge
347inversion. It is however possible to enhance substantially this
348negative signal. For instance, McLuckey and colleagues,30 have
349not only illustrated the mass spectrometric advantages of charge
350permutation but have also achieved it with high cross sections
351via multiply charged counterions. This is not possible with our
352source, but the inverted signal would be considerably enhanced
353if the residence time were appropriately tuned or if our
354electrical detector were exchanged for a CNC. One advantage
355of charge inversion is that a near equilibrium charge distribution
356may be achieved at long enough times, at which the probability
357p2 of double charging is small compared with the probability p1
358of single charging, the (size-dependent) ratio p2/p1 is
359approximately predictable, and p1 is scarcely dependent on
360residence time.31 The resulting ion concentrations in inverted
361polarity are accordingly far less critically dependent on initial
362charge and size than when tuning the residence time to
363maximize the output of z = 1 ions of a certain initial charge
364state.
365The data discussed so far are of interest to illustrate what can
366be achieved with nanospray capillaries that minimize the
367destabilizing effects of the charge-reducing ion cloud on the
368emitter. However, this interaction is very sensitive to tip
369geometry, leading to hard to reproduce results when the
370sharpening technique is not very well controlled. For instance,
371using commercial Picotip capillaries from New Objective pulled
372into a 30 μm tip o.d. from an initial 100 μm capillary i.d., it is
373rather hard to stabilize the Taylor cone even when the emitting
374tip is 3 mm away from the thin plate orifice. It is interesting that
375the GEMMA approach is apparently not subject to these
376problems yet uses typically a distance L of 3 mm and relies on
377tip diameters in the range of 30 μm or more, producing clearly
378visible Taylor cones. A possible cause for this difference is the
379much larger volume in the GEMMA charge-reduction chamber,
380probably limiting the magnitude of the negative ion current that
381may be drawn into the electrospray region. As long as this
382current is small enough to be fully consumed in the spray
383region, without reaching the continuous jet at the tip of the
384Taylor cone, it cannot affect the stability of the meniscus.
385Gridded Configuration. In view of the spray stability
386difficulties encountered and in order to maintain our compact
387charge-reduction chamber geometry, we have sought to reduce
388the penetration of the tip’s electric field into the bipolar ion
389cloud region by reducing with a washer the aperture of the
390sharp edge orifice. This greatly increase ES stability but
391diminishes the efficiency of charge-reduction because the flow

Figure 2. Mobility spectra without charge-reduction. Continuous line:
blank buffer (100 mM TEAF in H2O). Dotted line: 3 μM ovalbumin
in charge states z = 7, 8, 9. The shoulder between −230 and −120 V is
associated with volatile impurity residues from dried drops.

Figure 3. Bipolar mobility spectrum displaying a small charge-inverted
peak 1−1. Gridless configuration with nanospray capillary; L ∼ 0.75
mm.
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392 of gas going through a smaller opening forms a narrower and
393 faster jet, reducing the time and volume of contact with the
394 bipolar ions. A better partition avoiding this jetting is a metallic
395 grid. For instance, with a square mesh (0.01 in. wire diameter,
396 30 wires/in.) placed immediately downstream the thin plate
397 orifice partition, the spray is as stable with the radioactive Ni-63
398 piece in place as without it, even when the capillary tip is
399 brought very close to the partition. The following tests
400 including this gridded geometry have used ovalbumin solutions
401 in 50−100 mM buffers of aqueous ammonium acetate. This salt
402 produces an initial charge state zin ∼ 14 considerably greater
403 than TEAF, enabling a more rigorous challenge of the charge-
404 reducing capacity of the device.

f4 405 Figure 4 illustrates both the efficient charge reduction for
406 ovalbumin ions as well as the relatively narrow peaks achievable
407 in the gridded geometry. The sample flow rate is slightly more
408 than twice that in Figure 3, while the power of the radioactive
409 source has been doubled (20 mCi). The charge reduction
410 power is accordingly similar in both figures, as seen in the
411 comparable intensity ratios 1−1/1+1. In spite of the higher initial
412 charge state achieved in ammonium acetate solutions, the level
413 of neutralization is much enhanced by the grid, as evidenced by
414 the ratio of abundances 1+1/1+2 (∼20 here versus ∼9 in Figure
415 3). This improvement is not surprising because anions
416 penetrating into the gridless ES chamber would be wasted in
417 reactions with the drops, while a later interaction following
418 complete drop evaporation would preferentially direct those
419 anions into the most highly charged remaining cations (the
420 proteins). Comparison of peak heights taken at the same
421 sample flow rate in gridless (Figure 3) versus gridded spectra
422 (Figure S-2 in the Supporting Information) show a ∼1/2 loss
423 of signal in the grid, readily understood given its ∼50%
424 transparency. In our situation with no externally imposed
425 electric field following the grid, one might have feared much
426 larger losses due to the protein ions being directed to the mesh
427 by the electric field upstream the grid. The lack of this extra loss
428 indicates that the ES ions self-propel themselves through the
429 screen and downstream from it by their strong space charge
430 field. This implies that the relatively good transmission
431 efficiency of ions through the present grid would be further
432 improved in a more transparent grid. This would not
433 necessarily imply an undesirable increased anion penetration
434 into the ES region, since this penetration is governed by the

435size of the opening, which may be controlled independently of
436transparency by selecting a smaller wire.
437On the Width of Charge-Reduced Peaks. The thick line
438data of Figure 4 correspond to fwhm ∼4.9% for the 1+1 ion. In
439other measurements and in Figure 3 we have seen considerably
440wider peaks (7% in Figure S-1 in the Supporting Information),
441depending on the cleanness of the solution, the quality of the
442spray, and the flow rates through the DMA. With a freshly
443made solution of 2.5 μM ovalbumin in 50 mM aqueous
444ammonium acetate, we have achieved fwhm as small as 0.043−
4450.045, with an observable dependence on DMA parameters.
446With a moderate desalting effort (via centrifugal ultrafiltration)
447this width was reduced only slightly down to fwhm = 0.042,
448suggesting that perhaps some of the impurity ions attached to
449the protein are internal rather than on the surface. Reference 14
450suggests that this possible mode of contamination might be
451reduced in the case of denatured proteins. We have accordingly
452briefly investigated a 30 μM ovalbumin solution in 50 mM
453ammonium acetate including 5% formic acid (inset to Figure
4544). Peaks centered at increasing voltages result from increasing
455flow rates of drift gas in the DMA, with corresponding fwhm
456 t1values collected in Table 1. The acidified solution delivers

457somewhat narrower peaks than the ammonium acetate buffer,
458with fwhm as small as 0.037. The dependence of this width on
459DMA setting shows that the instrument has some limiting
460effect on resolution, suggesting that the intrinsic width of the
461protein peak may be closer to 3% in desalted acidified solutions.
462Acidification of the solution results in modestly narrower
463peaks as well as mobilities slightly larger (∼3−4%) than in
464ammonium acetate. This reduction in cross section is
465comparable to the variations observed upon increasing the
466quality of the spray and may be due to a decrease in adduction
467rather than to a real compaction of the structure.
468 f5Figure 5 shows the mobility spectrum of a concentrated
469ovalbumin solution producing protein aggregates. It is taken
470under similar spraying conditions as the inset to Figure 4,

Figure 4. Mobility spectra of ovalbumin for the gridded geometry. Thick line: Bipolar spectrum, showing a dominant 1+1 ion, with 5% and 6%
relative contributions from the z = +2 and the z = −1 ions, respectively (sample flow rate, 2.5 L/min; two Ni-63 rings in series; 2 μM ovalbumin in
100 mM aqueous ammonium acetate). Inset: four peak shapes for ovalbumin’s 1+1 ion at four flow rates of drift gas increasing from right to left,
demonstrating fwhmmin < 3; 7% for peaks above 4 kV (Table 1).

Table 1. Peak Width in Gridded Configuration for the Singly
Charged Ovalbumin Monomer of Figure 4 (Inset) at
Varying DMA Drift Gas Velocities

peak voltage (kV) 3.04 3.53 4.06 4.51
fwhm (%) 4.22 3.92 3.67 3.69
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471 though with a lower sheath gas flow rate and an increased
472 sample flow rate of 1.5 L/min of dry air (rather than CO2)
473 through the ES chamber (only one Ni-63 source). These
474 different operating conditions of the DMA increase substan-
475 tially the signal and widen the mobility range (as needed to
476 capture the tetramer peak 4+1). However, they limit the

t2 477 resolution (Table 2) and the charge-reduction power of the
478 device (i.e., survival of the doubly charged tetramer at about 2
479 kV). The figure includes also the calibrant ion (C18H37)4N

+,
480 enabling determination of the room temperature mobilities of
481 ovalbumin and its aggregates. Their magnitudes are compared
482 in Table 2 to those of Meisser et al.,14 showing almost an
483 identical value for denatured 1+1. Surprising, their denatured 2+1

484 is substantially more mobile than ours, a property shared also
485 by half the mobility of their denatured 2+2. This is unusual, as
486 the compactness parameter n2/3Z tends to be relatively
487 independent of n for proteins and largest for the monomer.33

488 This expected trend is approximately followed by our data up
489 to the tetramer. However, in the denatured data of Meisser et
490 al.,14 n2/3Z is considerably larger for the dimer (0.0733 cm2 V−1

491 s−1) than for the monomer (0.0670 cm2 V−1 s−1). The effective
492 dimer densities were not calculated in ref 14 but would be
493 singularly large, about 15% above those reported for ovalbumin.
494 Table 2 includes also published mobilities for higher charge
495 states, with Z/z values comparable to ours (including the
496 dimer), though slightly lower (as usual) due to the higher
497 charge state.34,35

498 Knowing the expected width of protein peaks enables an
499 estimate of the number of individual biomolecules that could be
500 distinguished in a complex mixture. We focus on proteins
501 ranging in mass from 0.1 to 4 MDa, whose singly charged ions
502 would be much harder to analyze with conventional MS
503 detectors. Their surface areas (assuming them to be spheres)
504 and therefore their electrical mobilities with z = 1 would span

505approximately a range 402/3. The number N of different
506proteins that could be differentiated if fwhm were 3% can be
507estimated as N = log(402/3)/log(1.03) = 83.
508Extrapolations to Larger Proteins. Because the time
509theoretically required for reducing the initial charge state zin of
510a globular ion to unity scales with its mass m as ln(zin) ∼
511ln(m)/2, a slow deterioration of the charge reduction efficiency
512(in the form of an increased survival of z = 2 ions) should be
513expected at increasing masses. Besides the ovalbumin multimer
514measurements of Figure 5, we have done a limited exploration
515of the charge-reduction ability of our device with electrosprays
516of the larger protein IgG (∼150 kDa) as well as aggregates of
517IgG (up to the trimer; Figure S-3 in the Supporting
518Information). At a sample flow rate of 1.5 L/min, the observed
519level of charge reduction is insufficient at 300 kDa but becomes
520adequate at half that flow. In a few exploratory experiments
521introducing two 10 mCi Ni-63 sources into the charge-
522reduction chamber, we have confirmed that the sample flow
523rate can be increased approximately 2-fold while preserving the
524same z = 1 to z = 2 abundance ratio. Accordingly, achieving
525proper charge reduction with samples of several MDa will
526probably require the wider charge-reduction chambers having
527previously shown an ability to handle much larger virus
528particles.11,23

529■ CONCLUSIONS
530We have studied the possibility to achieve improved resolving
531powers in the mobility analysis of large charge-reduced ions
532using a differential mobility analyzer of relatively high
533resolution and a charge-reduction method exploiting the full
534atomizing power of high conductivity electrosprays (nano-
535spray). Spray quality and sample cleanness have a large impact
536on peak broadening, but for desalted and acidified samples,
537singly charged protein peaks with fwhm as small as 3.7% are
538found. This lower bound is partly limited by DMA resolution
539and lack of thorough removal of involatile impurities,
540suggesting that intrinsic charge-reduced protein peak widths
541may be closer to 3%. Assuming that this fwhm may be
542extrapolated to MDa ions, the method would permit
543distinguishing 83 different proteins with evenly spaced masses
544spanning the region from 105 Da to to 4 MDa. The established
545GEMMA approach of neutralizing the drops before they dry
546has quantification advantages, though at a high cost in terms of
547resolution.

548■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
549*S Supporting Information
550Performance of the gridless configuration with a nanospray tip
551inside and outside the charge-reduction chamber, additional
552information on the operation of the gridded chamber, and
553performance of the gridded charge-reduction chamber with IgG

Figure 5. Mobility spectrum of 30 μM ovalbumin including 50 mM
ammonium acetate and 5% formic acid (thick line), showing clear
peaks from the monomer to the tetramer. The two peaks on the left
are from the much more mobile (C18H37)4N

+ calibration standard.

Table 2. Peak Voltages, Widths, and Corresponding Electrical Mobilities in Room Temperature Air for the Singly Charged Ions
of Ovalbumin and Its Aggregates with n ≤ 4

V (kV) fwhm (%) Z (cm2 V−1 s−1) n2/3Z (cm2 V−1 s−1) Z14 (cm2 V−1 s−1) n2/3Z14 (cm2 V−1 s−1) n2/3(Z/z)32 (cm2 V−1 s−1)

C18 0.177 5.61 0.5990 0.5990
n = 1 1.579 4.50 0.0671 0.0671 0.0602a/0.0670b 0.0602a/0.0670b 0.0638c

n = 2 2.475 5.16 0.0428 0.0679 0.0462b 0.0733b 0.0418d

n = 3 3.199 4.75 0.0331 0.0689 0.0319e

n = 4 3.840 3.96 0.0276 0.0695

aNative. bDenatured. cz = 8. dz = 15. ez = 17.
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554 and its aggregates up to the trimer. This material is available
555 free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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